The latest News Around Us in Sept_04
Taliban say last pocket of resistance has fallen as they try to tighten grip on
Afghanistan
Yuliya Talmazan, Mushtaq Yusufzai, Abigail Williams, Annie Hill, Laura Saravia &
Monica - Alba - NBC News
The Taliban said on Monday they had captured the last holdout of resistance in the
country, but rebel forces contested the claim and vowed to continue fighting.
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The Taliban's assertion that they had seized Panjshir province north of Kabul came
as they stopped a number of charter planes carrying NGO workers among others
from taking off from an airport in Mazar-i-Sharif in the north of the country.
Spokesman Zabihullah Mujahid said in a press conference that Panjshir had fallen —
underlining the group's attempts to tighten their hold on Afghanistan after their blitz
across the country last month.
“Panjshir is under the control of the Taliban,” Mujahid said. “Now the war is
ended.”

Provided by NBC News Image: Afghan resistance movement and anti-Taliban
uprising forces take part in military training in Panjshir province on Thursday.
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Panjshir attracted resistance fighters from across Afghanistan after the
Taliban conquered much of the country last month and the Washington-backed
government of President Ashraf Ghani collapsed. Former Vice President Amrullah
Saleh and the son of the iconic anti-Taliban fighter Ahmad Shah Massoud are among
the leaders of the resistance.
Mujahid said that some rebels had been killed and some had fled, and reassured the
local community there would be no retaliation. While the Taliban have repeatedly
said they would not carry out revenge attacks against their former enemies, numerous
reports have emerged of such retaliatory killings.
Rebels rejected the Taliban's statements.
"Taliban’s claim of occupying Panjshir is false. The NRF forces are present in all
strategic positions across the valley to continue the fight," according to a tweet on the
National Resistance Front of Afghanistan's account.
NBC News couldn’t independently verify the Taliban’s claims of taking Panjshir or
the resistance's denials.
Meanwhile, as pressure ramped up on the U.S. to help those left behind after the Aug.
31 exit to escape the country, Rep. Michael McCaul, R-Texas., said planes carrying
American citizens and Afghan interpreters were being stopped from taking off from an
airport in Mazar-i-Sharif.
The Taliban was holding the passengers "hostage," he told “Fox News Sunday.”

A White House official said the U.S. government was not aware of any hostage
situation in Mazar-i-Sharif and did not confirm if any Americans were at the airport.
A State Department spokesperson, meanwhile, told NBC News they did not have
"reliable means" to confirm the basic details of charter flights, including the number
of U.S. citizens and other priority groups on board, because they don't have personnel
on the ground.

MAXAR TECHNOLOGIES Image: Six commercial airplanes are seen near the main
terminal of the Mazar-i-Sharif airport (MAXAR TECHNOLOGIES / Reuters)
They added that they were holding the Taliban to their pledge to allow people to
freely depart Afghanistan.
Marina LeGree, executive director of American not-for-profit Ascend: Leadership
Through Athletics told NBC News she was trying to get dozens of at-risk Afghan staff
and girls, including two U.S. green card holders, out of the country on the flights.
LeGree said there were 19 U.S. citizens among the wider group of hundreds of people
trying to escape, including journalists, women at risk and other non-profits.
“It’s a total nightmare,” LeGree, 42, said speaking on the phone from Naples, Italy.
She added that the Taliban were negotiating with Kam Air, a private Afghan carrier
organizing the charters.
Kam Air did not respond to a request for comment.
Asked about the status of the charter planes, Taliban spokesperson Mujahid said
Monday they were not able to leave because the airport was not active, without
elaborating.

U.S. Citizens and Afghans Wait for Evacuation Flights From Country’s North
Melissa Eddy & Thomas Gibbons-Neff - New York Times

Maxar Technologies/Reuters In this satellite image taken on Friday, planes can be
seen near the main terminal of the airport in Mazar-i-Sharif, Afghanistan.
Around 1,000 people, including dozens of American citizens and Afghans holding
visas to the United States or other countries, remained stuck in Afghanistan for the
fifth day on Sunday as they awaited clearance for the departure from the Taliban.
The holdup reflects the challenges of foreign governments working with the group,
which has yet to form a government.

Victor J. Blue for The New York Times Taliban forces last week at the Kabul airport.
The group now controls the airspace over Afghanistan and is responsible for
permitting flights into and out of the country.
Negotiations to allow the planes to depart, involving officials of the Taliban, the
United States and Qatar, have dragged on for days, leaving the evacuees in an
increasingly precarious limbo, according to representatives of organizations trying to
get them to safety.
The plight of the passengers hoping to leave the country from the airport in the
northern city of Mazar-i-Sharif mirrors that of thousands of people who were unable

to board planes from Kabul, the capital, after Taliban militants took the city on the
eve of the U.S. troop withdrawal.
The American pullout and the end of the two-decade war in Afghanistan were
overshadowed by chaotic efforts to airlift tens of thousands of Americans and their
allies fleeing the Islamist fighters, who many fear will limit the rights of women and
others once they officially return to power.
The Biden administration has faced criticism for leaving Americans and Afghan allies
behind after the final troops left on Aug. 30.
The confusion surrounding the departure of the chartered planes from Mazar reflects
the chaos in Afghanistan resulting from the departure of the United States and its
Western allies and fears that the Taliban will fail to come good on their promises to
respect human rights and not persecute Afghans who cooperated with the
American-backed government.
“The reason the Taliban wants to prevent these people from leaving is likely because
they intend to punish them for their cooperation with the U.S.,” said Mick Mulroy, a
former senior Pentagon official who has been working with the group Task Force
Dunkirk to help evacuate Afghans from the country. If the Taliban really are using
people as a bargaining chip, Mr. Mulroy said, that “is unacceptable.”
Representative Michael McCaul, Republican of Texas and the ranking member of the
House Foreign Affairs Committee, suggested during an interview on Fox News
Sunday that the Taliban were preventing six airplanes from leaving Afghanistan,
effectively holding Americans hostage.
“State has cleared these flights, and the Taliban will not let them leave the airport,”
Mr. McCaul said, adding that he believed the problem was “turning into a hostage
situation.”
Mr. McCaul said the Taliban wanted “something in exchange” for approving takeoff
of the planes. He said he believed they were seeking “full recognition from the United
States of America.”
But the State Department and organizers on the ground in Qatar countered Mr.
McCaul’s description of the situation, saying that the planes had received necessary
clearance and were awaiting final approval from the Taliban.
“The Taliban are not holding the planes hostage,” said Eric Montalvo, a former
major with the U.S. Marines who is directly involved in organizing the flights.
According to documents reviewed by The New York Times, the U.S. military approved
three flights to take about 1,000 evacuees, including dozens of American citizens, to
Al Udeid Air Base in Qatar.
Qatar has also provided diplomatic clearance for the flights to land, but the Taliban
must first allow the planes to depart Mazar-i-Sharif.

“If and when the Taliban agrees to take off, we are tracking that the landing sites will
be prepared to accept the expected flights,” the State Department said in an email to
congressional officials that was described to The Times. It added that the United
States no longer controlled the airspace over Afghanistan.
“It is a Taliban decision to ground flights in Mazar-i-Sharif,” the email said. “We are,
however, providing guidance and assistance to the extent possible — and with an
emphasis on safety — to private entities working out of Mazar.”
For organizations that have been working around the clock to get U.S. citizens and
at-risk Afghans out of the country, the situation has been frustrating and frightening.
Marina LeGree, the founder and executive director of Ascend, a nonprofit
organization that provided athletic and climbing training to women, said 34 people
from her group, which includes girls aged 16 to 23, had traveled from Kabul to
Mazar-i-Sharif in hopes of boarding a plane last week.
Still, she denied that the evacuees were being held hostage, saying that they were free
to leave to the airport, as some have. The situation, she said, is growing more dire by
the day.
“The pressure is building. The crowd is growing. It’s just a nasty scene,” she said.
“For us, we can’t go back. The girls are terrified. My girls are all Hazaras. Going
back is just not an option. They’re truly desperate to leave.”
Hazaras, an ethnic minority, were targeted for abuse by the Taliban when the group
previously held power before the U.S.-led invasion in 2001.
Ms. LeGree said she is calling on the U.S. government to use its connections to press
the Taliban to let the contingent leave the country.
“I’m totally worried. I’ve got teenage girls in there,” she said. “Surely we have
people in the U.S. government who know who to press on. We can’t fix Afghanistan,
but this is one thing we can fix.”
In a statement released on Sunday, the State Department said the United States
government had few resources at its disposal to force an evacuation.
“We understand the concern that many people are feeling as they try to facilitate
further charter and other passage out of Afghanistan,” the department said in its
statement.
“However, we do not have personnel on the ground, we do not have air assets in the
country, we do not control the airspace — whether over Afghanistan or elsewhere in
the region.”
Even before the Taliban takeover, Afghanistan placed near the bottom of every list
when it came to protections for women, and at the top in terms of the need for any
efforts that would make it possible to keep them safe.
Since they swept to power last month Taliban leaders have sought to convince the
world, that the harsh rule they imposed during their last stint in power, from 1996 to
2001, was a thing of the past. But there have been multiple reports of abuse of women,

and on Saturday members of the Taliban beat women in Kabul who were protesting
for their rights.
“As with all Taliban commitments, we are focused on deeds not words,” the State
Department said in its statement, “but we remind the Taliban that the entire
international community is focused on whether they live up to their commitments.”
(Reporting was contributed by Lara Jakes, Luke Broadwater, Michael Crowley,
Victor J. Blue and Julian E. Barnes.)

Afghan doctor's family endures Taliban beatings to reach US: 'I want to contribute
something to this country'
Michael Ruiz - Fox News
Dr. Wais Aria, an Afghan human rights activist whose work centers on treating
women and children who have survived trauma from terrorism, war and domestic
violence, barely made it out of Kabul with his own family after Taliban fighters
assaulted him multiple times outside the airport.
But now, separated from TABISH, the nonprofit he founded with just a donated laptop
and built into an NGO with its own office building and 350 employees, he’s already
trying to give back in the U.S.
"People treat me as a refugee…burdening the shoulder of government," the
soft-spoken but animated medical doctor told Fox News Friday. "But as a human
being, I want to contribute something with this country, with this nation – that is the
first goal for me."
Aria and his wife are Afghan nationals with green cards who have lived in Virginia
since 2017. The youngest of their four children is an American citizen, and they went
back to Afghanistan earlier this summer to visit relatives and so Aria could do work
for his NGO.
"We never thought that the country, the regime would collapse," he said.
And President Biden’s abrupt withdrawal of U.S. troops left them shocked when the
news reached them at a relative’s home.
"One of our colleagues told us how the situation was very tense, ‘There’s news that
Kabul collapsed and the Taliban captured it,’" Aria said. "I said, ‘What do you
mean?’"
A happy stay with extended family turned into "concern and disaster," he said, as he,
his wife and their children went into hiding. They feared for their safety because of
their ties to the U.S. and his work with TABISH, which has partnered with USAID and
other Western organizations.
And other relatives who worked with his nonprofit remain in Afghanistan and in
hiding, he said, and some have blamed his work for causing them danger.

"I told them I did not do anything wrong – I helped people," he said. "Thousands of
people, I brought positive change on the lives of children and women."
He also paid salaries to hundreds of workers, who in turn supported their own
families, and the Taliban takeover uprooted all of that, with reports of militants going
door to door and disappearing people with ties to the U.S.
After several days of moving from place to place, the State Department sent him an
email telling him which airport gate to go to and when, Aria said.
But his documents meant nothing to Taliban militants manning checkpoints outside
Kabul’s airport, he said. Some of them couldn’t even read and couldn’t tell the
difference between regular ID cards and passports.
On multiple occasions, when he asked to pass, he was beaten and forced back, he said.
On one attempt, his daughter fainted. At another point, they made it to the gate but
were denied entry and spent days waiting in the street.
After one beating, Aria said he was ready to give up on leaving and try to find a place
to hide. But his brother talked him out of it.
"He said, ‘If you stay here, it would be a risk for you, for your children, for me and
for our family,'" Aria said. "So…in any scenario, you have to get out of this country,
you don’t have any other choice."
He finally made it through the gate, took the 45-minute walk to the terminal, caught a
flight to Qatar, then to Germany, and ultimately back to the U.S.
But now safe in Virginia, he said he’s uncertain about what to do next. As someone
whose entire life has been dedicated to helping those less fortunate, he said he doesn’t
want to be viewed as a refugee.
"I have a lot of skills I can contribute for the betterment of this country," he said.
So he’s already partnering with a new group in the U.S. to provide mental health
support, English classes and other programs to evacuees.
There are tens of thousands of special immigrant visa recipients who fled Taliban rule
in the past few weeks. Aria said his "big ambition" is to help guide them into fitting in,
finding work and living normal lives.
"More support in order that they be able to work in this country and live their normal
life," he said, "not to depend just on country benefits or just to ask [for] donations."
He said it’s a complicated effort and he’s not sure yet how he’ll accomplish his goals
– but it’s his new American dream.

State Dept blocking private rescue flights from leaving Afghanistan, organizers say:
'Blood is on their hands'
Houston Keene & Peter Hasson - Fox News
FIRST ON FOX: Americans engaged in the rescue of U.S. citizens, SIVs and green
card holders left behind by President Biden in Afghanistan are horrified by what they
describe as inexplicable delays from the State Department that are preventing
evacuation flights from leaving the country.
The State Department's delays are recklessly endangering American lives, three
different individuals involved in the private evacuation effort told Fox News.
Rick Clay, who runs the private rescue group PlanB, told Fox News that the State
Department is the only thing preventing the flights he's organizing from leaving
Afghanistan.
Two other American individuals separately involved in evacuation efforts, whom Fox
News is not naming to avoid jeopardizing ongoing rescue efforts, similarly said that
the State Department is the sole entity preventing their charter flights from leaving
Afghanistan.
"This is zero place to be negotiating with American lives. Those are our people
standing on the tarmac and all it takes is a f****ing phone call," one of those
individuals, who has been integral to private evacuation efforts from Afghanistan,
told Fox News.
"If one life is lost as a result of this, the blood is on the White House's hands. The
blood is on their hands," that individual said, adding: "It is not the Taliban that is
holding this up – as much as it sickens me to say that – it is the United States
government."
That individual suggested that the State Department's obstruction is motivated in part
by embarrassment that private individuals are rescuing Americans that the U.S.
government left behind.
Military command over Al Udeid Air Base in Doha, Qatar, have informed those
seeking clearance to land that they must first go through the State Department to gain
approval, an email reviewed by Fox News shows.
Clay has a manifest of 4,500 names of U.S. citizens, green card holders, SIVs and
refugees trying to get state-side. So far, they've given the State Department 800 names
for a first round of flights. Fox News has reviewed that manifest, which confirms
Clay's account.
"It is imperative that we get into Doha where there [are] other refugee centers," the
PlanB founder told Fox News in a text message. "That is where I've asked for
clearance."
Clay told Fox News that his organization is "having problems getting permission"
from the Biden State Department "to land on the return flight" from Afghanistan in a
neighboring country.

The State Department "is not allowing any private charters carrying refugees [to]
land anywhere" in nearby countries if they are coming out of Afghanistan and is
making different "excuses" as to why, such as pointing to the lack of air traffic
controllers and radar issues, Clay told Fox News this week. The two other individuals
separately involved in private evacuation efforts confirmed Clay's account.
"If we can get aircraft in and pick up people and bring them out, why can’t we take
them to Doha to the refugee center or other refugee centers?" Clay remarked. "This
makes no sense."
"We still have Americans we can get out," he added.
After making little to no progress with the State Department, Clay's group turned to
senators from both parties: Sens. Tom Cotton, R-Ark., Richard Blumenthal, D-Conn.,
and Ron Johnson, R-Wis., have all sought to help PlanB and other organizations
secure the approval they need to get the evacuees safely out of Afghanistan,
organizers and Senate staffers told Fox News.
Clay received word on Thursday that their flights out of Afghanistan would eventually
receive approval following the State Department's review of their manifest — a task
that could take several days even as just the initial 800 names are subjected to the
vetting process.
As of Sunday evening, the State Department had yet to give PlanB the green light to
land any of their flights in any countries neighboring Afghanistan.
The two other Americans involved in another private evacuation effort told Fox News
that the State Department has secured them clearance to land in a neighboring
country and that the Taliban has given them the green light to take off, dependent on
State Department approval – which hasn't come.
Meanwhile, Taliban fighters are reportedly carrying out executions against those who
helped American troops during the war.
Clay shared some of the messages that he has received from a family on the PlanB
manifest list that he has been in contact with.
"Please save us as soon as possible," one message said. "My family and I are facing a
lot of problems. My children’s health is deteriorating day by day due to many
worries."
"On the other hand, there are reports that the Taliban have recruited people in the
Ministry of Technology and Communications to find people who will cooperate with
US forces," the person said.
"If they find out anything about me, they will kill me and my family."
Johnson told Fox News in a statement that it is "hard to believe that the U.S.
government would deny American citizens and Afghan allies who helped save
American lives the ability to evacuate Afghanistan."

"However, what we've been hearing from people actually involved in evacuation is
completely different from the administration's rosy spin," the senator said.
"When I hear President Biden declare this debacle an ‘extraordinary success’ it not
only shows he’s detached from reality, it also calls into question everything this
administration is telling the American people."
During a briefing on Thursday, White House press secretary Jen Psaki and State
Department spokesman Ned Price both denied that the Biden administration was
preventing planes from leaving Afghanistan.
The State Department pointed Fox News to Price's remarks Thursday in lieu of a
comment for this article.

Media's Afghanistan 'defeat' — It's only half the story
Joe Ferullo (opinion contributor) - The Hill
Mainstream media's rush to judgment about the Afghanistan withdrawal might seem
like yet one more fallout from the Trump era: another step away from traditional
journalistic objectivity and balance.
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But the stinging swipes against the Biden administration actually come from an
essential part of journalism's DNA, going back nearly a century. It took a sociologist
working more than 40 years ago to figure that out.
Mere hours and days after the withdrawal's tumultuous start, headlines called it a
"fiasco," one that left U.S. "resolve" in doubt, and heightened "the sense that
America's backing is no longer unbounded."
Whether or not American support for foreign wars should be "unbounded" was left
undiscussed. Many articles and news segments clearly questioned why the war
couldn't just continue indefinitely.

One veteran network correspondent insisted the American people "could not summon
the will" to keep going, even though the military would have fought for "another 20
years" if asked.
Some of this knee-jerk backlash was undoubtedly tied to the Trump years. The
Afghanistan pullout gave the press a chance to show readers and viewers it could be
as tough on President Biden as it was on President Trump, shoring up its
non-partisan bona fides.
But a deeper reason can be found in a sociologist's study of reporters. It was
published back in 1979 - but many of its observations hold up today.
Sociologist Herbert Gans spent years studying several national newsrooms and
published his findings in a book titled "Deciding What's News." Gans discovered six
ingrained "values" that helped frame the way journalists understood key events.
Among them: an expectation of political "altruism," especially in U.S. foreign policy an unspoken belief within news organizations that international affairs should be
governed by selfless ideals and big goals. Acting out of narrow national interest was
considered mercenary and unworthy.
That outlook was most likely shaped during World War II, which was a clear battle
between good and evil. It came to be called "The Good War" and was about much
more than one country's insular interests. Reporters have sought to repeat that "good
war" narrative in almost every American conflict since.
The early years of the Cold War amplified journalism's altruistic vision.
Correspondents and editors could paint most policy moves - the Berlin Airlift, the
space race, Vietnam - as part of a humane campaign against apocalyptic forces.
Vietnam, of course, eventually called that view into question. Then, after the Berlin
Wall collapsed in 1989, foreign affairs entered a gray zone. Gone was the epic contest
of values between two opposing super-power ideologies.
At times, it was hard for reporters to tell the good guys from the bad guys. But the
tendency to see U.S. international and military strategy as dedicated to the greater
global good - with national interest secondary at best - didn't fade.
A clear-cut example of this came in 1991 and the first Gulf War. Iraq invaded Kuwait
and - in a bid to control petroleum production - began setting oil fields on fire.
President George H.W. Bush pushed to intervene, but protesters insisted that meant
sacrificing "blood for oil."
Everything changed when a Kuwaiti teenager named Nayirah testified to Congress.
The 15-year-old claimed she witnessed Iraqi soldiers in Kuwait remove babies from
hospital incubators, leaving them to die. Her emotional speech changed the tone of
media coverage. Protecting oil was a craven economic concern; saving infants made
the Gulf War a humanitarian endeavor.

However, Nayirah's story was a lie. After the conflict was over, investigations
revealed the incubator incidents never happened. Later, it was learned that Nayirah
was actually the daughter of Kuwait's ambassador to the US. She most likely came to
the attention of Congress through a public relations firm reportedly hired by Kuwait
to lobby for military intervention.
Yet, at the time, few questions were asked. Her testimony was quickly accepted - in
part - because it matched the preferred media narrative around American foreign
policy motivations.
The 9/11 attacks again placed international affairs firmly back in good vs. evil
territory. The Afghan conflict blended national interest and noble intentions: The U.S.
went after al Qaeda terrorists while also removing an extremist and oppressive
Taliban government.
But once the Taliban fled - and especially after Osama bin Laden was killed - the
mission moved further into altruism. America's armed forces would now help build a
model democratic society, boost human rights, protect universities and guarantee free
elections. When the media reported on Afghanistan at all, it was often in support of
these efforts - stories about local entrepreneurs, restored museums and
budding cultural activities.
But the past 20 years have shown victory in this type of war, however well-intended,
is hard to measure: When is nation-building complete? When is diversity respected
and democracy cemented? It was the "defeat" of this altruistic mission - the kind of
mission journalists find most compelling - that set off angry media reaction to
America's withdrawal over these past two weeks.
Herbert Gans is 94 years old now and probably unable to dive back into
contemporary newsrooms. But maybe other sociologists can take up the challenge,
helping journalism understand, update and reshape coverage of America's role
overseas.
Journalists themselves already are beginning to examine how and why the media
reacted as it did. That's a good thing.
There's no doubt that humanitarian and altruistic goals should have a prominent
place in U.S. foreign policy, including military action. But when journalists send the
message that those goals matter most of all, that they trump national interest, money
spent and lives sacrificed, the news media is not serving the public.
It's not giving readers and viewers the kind of full account they need to judge matters
of war and peace.
(Joe Ferullo is an award-winning media executive, producer and journalist and
former executive vice president of programming for CBS Television Distribution. He
was a news executive for NBC, a writer-producer for "Dateline NBC" and worked for
ABC News. Follow him on Twitter @ironworker1.)

Inside the Wuhan lab: French engineering, deadly viruses and a big mystery
Eva Dou, Pei Lin Wu, Quentin Aries & Rebecca Tan - Washington Post
One chilly morning in February 2017, a tall Chinese scientist in his 50s named Yuan
Zhiming showed Bernard Cazeneuve, then the French prime minister, around
Wuhan’s new high-security pathogen lab.

JOHANNES EISELE/AFP/Getty Images Bernard Cazeneuve, front right, then the
prime minister of France, visits the P4 lab in Wuhan on Feb. 23, 2017.
Built with French engineering, it was China’s first P4 lab, one of several dozen in the
world with that highest security designation. Yuan, the director of the lab, had worked
more than a decade to make it a reality.
Yuan and his colleagues at the Wuhan Institute of Virology (WIV) hoped they could
help prevent another catastrophe like the SARS outbreak in 2003, which embarrassed
Beijing and resulted in the dismissal of the health minister.
But just a couple of years after the P4 lab’s ribbon-cutting, China was engulfed in a
far deadlier outbreak. Yuan’s team hadn’t prevented it. And worse, some suspected
they might have been involved in its genesis.
Yuan has vociferously denied that the WIV had any part in the coronavirus
pandemic’s origins. “The Wuhan P4 lab has never seen any laboratory leaks or
human infections since it began operating in 2018,” Yuan said at a news conference
in July.
Amid the scrutiny, the WIV has turned inward. Yuan said at the news conference that
his team took a virus database offline because of “the large number of malicious
attacks,” and that they are under great pressure from rumors.
S. intelligence agencies said in a report last month that the virus was not a biological
weapon, and that it’s unclear whether it originated naturally or from a

laboratory-associated incident. The report said confirmation is unlikely without
China’s cooperation, which Beijing withdrew in July.
For Yuan and his team, it means the cloud of suspicion lingers. After their high hopes,
it’s a disappointment.
“Scientific collaboration in virology — it’s gone,” said a foreign researcher who has
worked for years with the WIV and who spoke on the condition of anonymity because
of the hostile political climate. “Now, the Chinese will not welcome foreigners
because their view is you’re coming in to dig dirt.”
This account of the WIV’s 65-year history, its coronavirus research and its P4 lab is
based on interviews with visiting scientists, lab audit reports, satellite images,
archival records and other documentation. The WIV did not respond to requests for
comment.
'Best of the best'

HECTOR
RETAMAL/AFP/Getty Images The P4 lab, left, on the campus of the WIV on May 27,
2020. The lab was based on one in Lyon, France.
The P4 lab is located off an eight-lane road in Wuhan’s southern industrial outskirts,
where factories give way to low mountains and farmland. The lab facilities cover
roughly two football fields, on a tract of land 12 times as large, according to a June
2018 environmental safety audit report.
The building’s austere gray lines are softened by trees: From 2005 to 2015, when the
lab was under construction, scientists would drive out on Arbor Day to add a few
more saplings to the perimeter.
Based on the French P4 lab in Lyon, the building has four floors: waste management
at the bottom; experimental labs and animal rooms on the main floor; and on the top
two, apparatuses to ensure safe airflow, the report says.
Visitors called it state-of-the-art, in contrast to other, aging WIV buildings, where
scientists wore coats indoors in winter because of scant heating.

The lab had “the newest technology, a huge complex,” recalled Boris Klempa, a
Slovak Academy of Sciences researcher who visited in 2017.
Not everything there was meant for public eyes. Asked in 2018 what kind of viruses
they kept by a reporter for the state-run Guangzhou Daily, the P4 lab’s deputy
director, Song Donglin, replied that “disclosure of this kind of information must be
controlled.”
WIV management has reminded staffers for years about state-secrets requirements
and to be wary of foreign spies.
Jean-Pierre de Cavel, a French expert who conducted safety training at the WIV in
2010, said the Chinese researchers hoped to use the new lab to study highly infectious
diseases like Ebola, Crimean-Congo hemorrhagic fever, and smallpox.
“Their expectations were to have a powerful tool, to have a P4, like any other big
country,” he said. “They wanted to have the best of the best.”
The new P4 lab was not being used for researching coronaviruses, however, which
are classified at lower security levels.
A virus archive

Christina Nielsen-LeRoux The director of the WIV’s P4 lab, Yuan Zhiming, with
Christina Nielsen-LeRoux, research director of France’s National Institute for
Agricultural Research, at a conference in 2006.
At a scientific conference in Barcelona in 1986, Danish researcher Ole Skovmand met
a gangly Chinese scientist in his early 20s. His name was Yuan Zhiming, and he was
studying how to kill malaria-carrying mosquitoes with Bacillus sphaericus bacteria.

Skovmand, 73, recalls that Yuan’s research at the time wasn’t cutting-edge. But it
impressed Skovmand enough for him to help Yuan secure scholarships in France and
Denmark. In Denmark, Yuan moonlighted as a cook in a Chinese restaurant and
played ping-pong with Skovmand’s son, Skovmand said.
Yuan was outgoing and garrulous, recalls Christina Nielsen-LeRoux, research
director of France’s National Institute for Agricultural Research, who met him in
Europe two decades ago. Yuan would later reminisce about his time in Europe, and
occasionally gripe about having to relinquish his research to focus on the P4 lab’s
construction, Nielsen-LeRoux said.
“He said, ‘I miss that day we spent together. It was one of the best things in my life,’ ”
she said.
The WIV was beginning to reach its stride then, after tumultuous origins.
Founded in 1956 as a branch of the Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS), the WIV’s
early work focused on agricultural pests, a serious concern during the famine that
began in 1959.
During the Cultural Revolution from 1966 to 1976, its research was disrupted, as 229
CAS scientists were killed in the political purges, according to official figures.
After Chinese leader Deng Xiaoping’s official welcoming of scientific research again
in 1978, Beijing ordered the WIV to build the nation’s first archive of viruses, with
400 collected over a decade, according to an official history. In 1985, the WIV helped
set up China’s first mechanized pesticide factory.
Breakthrough discovery

Jean-Pierre de Cavel WIV staff and visiting French experts in 2010. The P4 lab
director, Yuan Zhiming, is fourth from left in the first row; coronavirus researcher Shi
Zhengli is first from left in the first row; and Jean-Pierre de Cavel, then the director
of the high-security lab of the Pasteur Institute of Lille, is sixth from left in the first
row.

The WIV set its sights higher in 2003, with the SARS outbreak. Chen Zhu, CAS’s top
official for biological sciences and soon to be China’s health minister, asked WIV to
build a P4 lab, according to people familiar with the project.
Yuan accompanied Chen to France to persuade French experts to take on the
construction. President Hu Jintao flew to Paris in January 2004 to seal the deal.
“Yuan Zhiming really wanted the P4 lab,” said Gabriel Gras, a French biosecurity
expert who helped oversee the lab’s construction. “It’s the project of his life.”
While the WIV had Beijing’s support for the P4 lab, it also struggled against
bureaucracy.
When SARS took hold, the WIV had such trouble getting official research access to
the new virus that director Hu Zhihong ended up “stealing” a sample from a morgue,
according to a 2006 article in the state-run China Youth Daily.
Around this time, another fateful figure in the WIV’s story emerged. Yuan’s colleague,
Shi Zhengli, was beginning to search bat caves for the origin of SARS.
Shi was a year younger than Yuan and also had studied in France, specializing in
aquatic viruses. Now she turned to bats, in collaboration with a prominent
Singapore-based virologist, Linfa Wang. In 2004, her team collected samples from
408 bats across China.
It was tough work. Shi and colleagues crawled on their stomachs through narrow
caves, she recounted in a speech in June 2018.
They caught bats with nets, releasing most of them after taking samples, and
occasionally taking a few bats back to the lab.
Seven years into her search, Shi discovered in 2011 a close relative to SARS in a cave
in subtropical Yunnan province. Her team’s paper, published in 2013, launched her
to national prominence, and she gained the nickname “Bat Woman.”
In 2014, at age 50, Shi received a $58 million national grant to continue studying
coronaviruses in China’s south. Three years later, her team announced that they had
found all the genetic pieces of the SARS virus in bats in a Yunnan cave — essentially
proving the disease’s origin.
Meanwhile, Yuan’s 13-year endeavor was finally bearing fruit, with the P4 lab
greenlighted in 2017 to begin operation. The $42 million lab was not for everyday
experiments. Only a handful of the WIV’s 300 scientists had been trained to use it,
including Shi, the deputy director.
'The situation worries me'

JOHANNES EISELE/AFP via Getty Images Bernard Cazeneuve, then the French
prime minister, visits the P4 lab in Wuhan. The lab’s scientists have turned inward as
a political storm has erupted over the facility.
Shi entered the international limelight on Jan. 23, 2020, the same day Chinese
authorities sealed off Wuhan to contain a new disease. In a preprint paper, her team
announced that they had found a virus 96.2 percent identical to the novel
coronavirus.
Shi had originally feared that the virus could have come from her lab, as she told
Scientific American. But she has since become adamant that the WIV never crossed
paths with the virus, saying that she checked the lab records and that all staffers
tested negative for SARS-CoV-2 antibodies.
Shi’s supporters say that if there had been a lab coverup, it’s unlikely the staff could
have kept the secret from leaking out, especially with a full-court press by U.S.
intelligence agencies.
The U.S. intelligence report delivered to President Biden last month said that the
coronavirus was not a bioweapon and that Chinese authorities didn’t know about the
virus in advance.
Yuan and Shi have retreated from the world amid the controversy. The
“comprehensive news” section of the WIV’s website once highlighted international
collaborations, but has dwindled to politically correct posts about researchers
studying the speeches of Chinese leader Xi Jinping.
Nielsen-LeRoux said she last heard from Yuan in March 2020, toward the end of the
Wuhan lockdown.
“We had a very hard time in combating the infection in Wuhan,” Yuan wrote to her in
an email.

“The virus is spreading in your country, and more people are infected during the last
days, and the situation worries me a lot. I am confident that we could finally curb the
spreading of the virus with our joint effort, and our life will return back to normal
soon.”

China's Venom Against U.S. Is Ominous | Opinion
Gordon G. Chang - Newsweek
"Barbaric" attacks.

NOEL CELIS/AFP via Getty Images Chinese People's Liberation Army (PLA)
soldiers march past the entrance of the Forbidden City in Beijing on June 12, 2021.
That's what the official People's Daily accused the U.S. of launching against China.
The August 29 propaganda blast, contained in a landmark piece, was not a one-off.
On the 21st of last month, Global Times, a high-profile tabloid controlled by People's
Daily, insinuated the U.S. was working with China's "enemies."
Americans and others may be perplexed by overheated Chinese rhetoric. The
Communist Party of China has always believed its struggle with the United States is
existential—in May 2019, People's Daily declared a "people's war" on America—but
the hostility has become far more evident in recent months.
This strident anti-Americanism suggests the Party is establishing a justification to
strike America. Americans often ignore propaganda, but that is a grave mistake. The
Chinese regime uses its media outlets to first warn, and then signal, its actions.
Now is an especially important time to be concerned. Beijing's hostility is
accompanying a period of internal turmoil, created in large measure by Chinese
leader Xi Jinping's targeting of, among others, foreigners and China's tech
personalities, business leaders, celebrities and "sissy idols." This assault, which

began the first week of September, occurs as Xi pushes his "common prosperity" mass
campaign.
Every Communist Party program and central government plan, as a political matter,
must now be linked to the concept of common prosperity. Los Angeles-based China
watcher Jonathan Bass, in comments to Newsweek, sees the total-mobilization as "an
effort by Xi to launch a populist cause to bludgeon his personal political enemies."
Xi could be in hot water as many of his policies are no longer seen as successes, and
there is even talk that his third term as general secretary is not assured. Almost all
observers had assumed that Xi would get that additional five-year term at the
Communist Party's 20th National Congress, slated to be held sometime next fall.
Xi's common prosperity campaign resembles Mao Zedong's Great Proletarian
Cultural Revolution, the decade-long movement beginning in 1966 that careened out
of control and almost resulted in the collapse of the then-nascent Chinese communist
state.
Now, many are seeing Cultural Revolution parallels, especially because the Party is
allowing, and in some cases promoting, propaganda advocating radical change. For
instance, an essay supporting "a profound revolution," penned by Li Guangman at the
end of August, triggered fears of a complete reordering of society as it was carried by
the online editions of People's Daily and the official Xinhua News Agency.
The August 29 People's Daily piece, which declared a "transformation" of society
away from capitalism and a return to the initial ideology of the Communist Party, is
an official endorsement of revolution.
Is China about to enter another horrific period? "The Great Proletarian Cultural
Revolution this is not, but please recall that the opening stages of the Cultural
Revolution started out very much like this," the University of Miami's June Teufel
Dreyer told Newsweek.
"So we should watch to see if there are further developments."
One further development is a turn inward. Communist Party propaganda pieces now
reject, sometimes explicitly, all things foreign, and there has even been an official
effort to deny foreign contributions to China's rise.
"The [Communist Party of China] has achieved remarkable achievements without
following the Western path," wrote Fan Peng, a research fellow at the Chinese
Academy of Social Sciences, in Global Times on August 27. Moreover, Xi Jinping's
July 1 speech, marking the centennial of the founding of the Party, is filled with
triumphalism bordering on xenophobia.
Xi, in pushing anti-foreign themes, is following a long line of Chinese rulers cutting
links to the outside. In every instance, tragedy followed for China and the Chinese
people. And there is little reason to think that China will escape disaster this time,
especially because the country needs foreign support as domestic
conditions—economic, environmental and agricultural, for instance—deteriorate
quickly.

Perhaps most important, China's economy is stumbling. On a month-on-month basis
it is contracting, in part due to the leftist campaigns Xi has initiated. In most countries,
leaders adopt pro-growth policies when economies slow down.
In China, however, Xi is doing the opposite, implementing strict anti-business and
social-control measures. He needs foreign money, but the common prosperity rhetoric
is scaring investors with neo-Maoist themes.
Moreover, devastating floods and other factors have affected the country's ability to
feed itself. China is no longer self-sufficient, and the prospects suggest even greater
dependency. For instance, the Foreign Agricultural Service of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture forecasts China's pork production next year will drop 14 percent.
China, a country of pork-eaters, needs to import increasing amounts of food and
animal feed. So China needs the help of Americans and others, but Xi is not going to
get it if he continues to turn up the xenophobia.
When Mao, after his disastrous policy failures, started the Cultural Revolution to
vanquish enemies in Beijing, China lacked the means to credibly threaten Chinese
neighbors, the United States and the rest of the international community.
Now, unlike Mao, Xi has the power to plunge the world into war—and he apparently
feels the need to have an enemy to explain away China's myriad failures. Whether
they like it or not, Americans are now that enemy.
"All of humanity is at a historically critical juncture," wrote Fan Peng in the Global
Times piece. Yes, it is, and that's because of Chinese leader Xi Jinping.
(Gordon G. Chang is the author of The Coming Collapse of China. Follow him on
Twitter: @GordonGChang.)

Authorities racing to contain deadly Nipah virus outbreak in India
Arshad R. Zargar - CBS News
New Delhi — Authorities in India's southern Kerala state are racing to contain an
outbreak of the Nipah virus. The virus, which is not related to the coronavirus behind
the current global pandemic and is far more deadly, killed a 12-year-old boy in
Kerala over the weekend, prompting stepped-up efforts to trace his contacts. New
infections have been confirmed.
The boy was admitted to a hospital a week ago with high fever. As his condition
worsened and doctors suspected inflammation of his brain (encephalitis), his blood
samples were sent to the National Institute of Virology, where tests confirmed a Nipah
infection. He died early on Sunday.
Government authorities have stepped up contact tracing efforts, identifying,
quarantining and testing people who may have come into contact with the young
victim.

According to the state's health minister, Veena George, 188 people who came into
contact with the boy had been identified by Monday. Of them, 20 were considered
high-risk primary contacts — primarily his family members, all of whom were being
held under strict quarantine or hospitalized.
Two healthcare workers who came into contact with the victim were already showing
symptoms of Nipah infection by Monday. They were admitted to a hospital and their
blood samples sent for testing.
Authorities sealed off the area within about a two-mile radius of the boy's home, and
they were screening people for symptoms in all adjoining districts of Kerala state. The
neighboring state of Tamil Nadu was also on high alert for any suspect cases of
fever.
This is the second time in three years that a Nipah virus outbreak has been reported
in Kerala, which is also reeling under a high rate of COVID-19 infections. The state
reports about 68% of India's approximately 40,000 new cases every day.
What is Nipah virus?
Like the coronavirus, Nipah is a zoonotic virus, or one that is transmitted from
animals to humans.
Transmission generally occurs when humans either come into direct contact with the
animals, or through consumption of contaminated food. But a high number of
human-to-human transmission cases of Nipah have also been reported.
Fruit bats of the family Pteropodidae — commonly known as the "flying fox" — are
the natural carriers of Nipah. They are known to transmit the virus to other animals
including pigs, dogs, cats, goats, horses and sheep.

Provided by CBS News Animal Husbandry department and Forest officials deposit a
bat into a container after catching it inside a well at Changaroth in Kozhikode in the
Indian state of Kerala on May 21, 2018. / Credit: Getty
An infected human typically shows symptoms including fever and headache for
anywhere between three days and two weeks, followed by a cough, sore throat and
respiratory issues. The condition later progresses swiftly to swelling in the brain cells,
leading to drowsiness, confusion, and then possible coma and death.
There is no cure or vaccine for Nipah yet, and patients are only given supportive
medical care.
According to the World Health Organization, up to 75% of Nipah infections prove
fatal. The mortality rate for the coronavirus, by comparison, is believed to be about
2%. About 20% of survivors experience neurological symptoms that can persist,
including seizures and personality changes.
A wider threat?
The Nipah virus was first discovered in Malaysia in 1999 during an outbreak among
pig farmers. Since then, there have been multiple outbreaks — all of them in South
and Southeast Asia. In all, it is known to have killed more than 260 people.

Provided by CBS News Animal Husbandry department and Forest officials inspect a
well to to catch bats at Changaroth in Kozhikode in the Indian state of Kerala, May
21, 2018. / Credit: Getty
A 2004 Bangladesh outbreak was traced back to humans consuming date palm sap
that had been contaminated by infected fruit bats. The last outbreak in India,
which hit Kerala in 2018, killed 17 of the 18 people who caught it. Those infections
were all traced back to fruit bats found dead in the water of a family's well.
Nipah is considered less contagious than the coronavirus, but it's much higher
mortality rate, a longer incubation period of up to 45 days, and its ability to infect a

much wider variety of animals all make Nipah a cause of significant concern for
epidemiologists trying to predict and prevent the next pandemic.
Veasna Duong, head of virology at the Institut Pasteur research lab in Phnom Penh,
Cambodia, has studied human-bat interactions in the region, and he told the BBC
earlier this year that the close proximity that people and bats find themselves in at
markets and other crowded places across Asia poses a serious risk.

Provided by CBS News Paramedics bury the body of Valachekutti Mosa, who died of
the Nipah virus, in Kozhikode, in the southern Indian state of Kerala, May 24, 2018. /
Credit: K.Shijith/AP
"This kind of exposure might allow the virus to mutate, which might cause a
pandemic," Duong told the BBC's Future program, adding that in some
circumstances, the virus could even find a host to carry it out of Asia.
"We observe [fruit bats] here and in Thailand, in markets, worship areas, schools and
tourist locations like Angkor Wat – there's a big roost of bats there," he told the
BBC's Future program. "In a normal year, Angkor Wat hosts 2.6 million visitors.
That's 2.6 million opportunities for Nipah virus to jump from bats to humans annually
in just one location."

Provided by CBS News From the archives: Hunting viruses 13:18
Scientists warn that as the climate warms and humans destroy more natural habitat of
species like the fruit bats in Asia, opportunities for new zoonotic variants to emerge
increase.
The WHO says in its note on the Nipah virus that, "the risk of international
transmission via fruits or fruit products (such as raw date palm juice) contaminated
with urine or saliva from infected fruit bats can be prevented by washing them
thoroughly and peeling them before consumption. Fruit with signs of bat bites should
be discarded."

Taliban faces defiant protests as "around 100" Americans await escape
CBSNews
Doha, Qatar — A fresh challenge to Afghanistan's new Taliban rulers triggered a
heavy-handed response on Tuesday. Taliban gunmen fired weapons into the air to
break up a demonstration in the capital against the group's takeover of the country.
But even as the Taliban faces defiance, the U.S. government is actively working with
the group to try and ensure a safe escape for Americans still stuck on Afghan soil.

WANA NEWS AGENCY/Reuters Anti-Pakistan protest in Kabul
The protest in Kabul was sparked by the Taliban's apparent capture of
Afghanistan's last bastion of resistance, Panjshir province. As CBS News
correspondent Charlie D'Agata reports, anti-Taliban protests have been growing in
size and fury by the day.

Provided by CBS News Taliban claims total control over Afghanistan... 02:22
Heavy gunfire was heard in the capital as the Islamic fundamentalists fired to
disperse the crowds, sending people scrambling. The protesters included many
women, shouting "freedom," and others yelling "Death to Pakistan" over that
country's meddling in Afghanistan and perceived backing of the Taliban.
Amid continued reports that the Taliban is detaining, beating and even killing people
who test its strict rules, there was another demonstration held in the north of the

country in support of women's rights. Every protest is a bold gamble against a regime
known for its extreme brutality.
As the Taliban tightens its grip on power, the U.S. State Department said
an American family of four had been able to flee the country over a land border. But
there was growing outrage over Americans and Afghans still stranded in Afghanistan.

Provided by CBS News A Taliban soldier covers his face during an anti-Pakistan
protest in Kabul, Afghanistan, September 7, 2021. / Credit: WANA NEWS
AGENCY/Reuters
Secretary of State Antony Blinken said on Tuesday that there were still believed to be
"somewhere around 100" U.S. citizens wanting to escape from Afghanistan.
Satellite images have shown six evacuation planes at the Mazar-i-Sharif airport,
north of Kabul, amid accusations from U.S. politicians and a non-profit group that
the Taliban have been preventing their departure for nearly a week.
Marina LeGree, founder of Ascend Athletics, a group helping Afghan women and
girls who are trying to get out, told CBS News that she believes the U.S. government
could be doing more to help, even without an official presence on the ground in the
country now.

Provided by CBS News Taliban preventing stranded Americans from le... 02:36
"The U.S. government has contacts with the Taliban. I mean, these are the same
people we've been negotiating with for a very long time in Doha," LeGree said.
"Surely there's some outreach that could be done and some levers that could be pulled
to release these people."
When CBS News asked Taliban officials about the planes waiting to depart on
Monday, they would only say they were "looking into it."
Whatever levers the Biden administration can still pull, they're likely still in the
Qatari capital of Doha, where Secretary of State Blinken was on Tuesday, thanking
the Qataris for their help with the chaotic evacuation effort that ended on August 31.

Provided by CBS News From left, U.S. Secretary of Defense Lloyd Austin, Qatari
Defense Minister Dr. Khalid bin Mohammed Al-Attiyah, U.S. Secretary of State
Antony Blinken and Qatari Deputy Prime Minister and Foreign Minister Mohammed
bin Abdulrahman Al Thani hold a joint news conference at the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs in Doha, Qatar, September 7, 2021. / Credit: POOL/REUTERS

The Qatari government has long acted as an intermediary between the Taliban and
the U.S. government, and it was clear from Blinken's remarks on Tuesday that Doha's
role remained critical to American interests.
After talks with his Qatari counterparts, Blinken told reporters that the U.S. was still
talking to the Taliban, and that the group had given renewed assurances that anyone
seeking to flee Afghanistan who is in possession of valid travel documents would be
allowed to do so safely. He said the U.S. and its allies would hold the Taliban to that
pledge.
Blinken said the State Department was working with Afghanistan's new rulers to
facilitate more evacuation flights, and specifically in Mazar-i-Sharif, where the planes
have been waiting on the tarmac, he attributed the delay to a mix of people trying to
board the planes, including many who may not have proper documentation to travel,
and a lack of U.S. personnel on the ground.

Provided by CBS News A satellite image provided by Maxar Technologies shows six
planes on the tarmac at the airport in Mazar-i-Sharif, north of Kabul, Afghanistan. /
Credit: Satellite image ©2021 Maxar Technologies
"We don't have people on the ground in Kabul or Mazar-i-Sharif" to vet hopeful
travelers, said Blinken, adding that the U.S. government was still working "through
various initiatives" and would "continue to engage" the Taliban to resolve the issues.
He said those hoping to travel from Mazar-i-Sharif included many "people grouped
together, some with proper travel documents" and others without.
He said it was his "understanding" that the Taliban was only denying travel to those
who lacked valid documentation, and he pointed to the American family who were
allowed to leave on Monday as evidence.
Blinken confirmed that there were a "small number of Americans trying to leave from
Mazar-i-Sharif," but rejected the claim by a Republican politician over the weekend

that Americans were being held in the city by the Taliban as leverage in negotiations
with the U.S.
There is "no hostage situation," Blinken said.

The Trump Suburban Squirm
Edward-Isaac Dovere - Atlantic
Turn down Republican-base enthusiasm by baiting candidates into distancing
themselves from Donald Trump. Turn off swing voters by reminding them of
candidates’ connections to the former president. The hot move for Democrats in
Virginia and New Jersey this fall isn’t the Nae Nae or the Electric Slide. It’s the
Trump suburban squirm.

Chip Somodevilla / Getty; Ron Antonelli / Bloomberg / Getty; Win McNamee / Getty;
Paul Spella / The ...
Terry McAuliffe, the former Democratic National Committee chair and Virginia
governor who’s now campaigning for a second term, knows that the former president
is about as popular as the Delta variant in blue Virginia suburbs.
He wants Trump to make an appearance for his Republican opponent, Glenn
Youngkin, like Joe Biden did for McAuliffe in July. At that rally, you would have been
forgiven for thinking that Trump himself would be on the gubernatorial ballot in
Virginia this year.
“I ran against Donald Trump and so is Terry—and I whipped Donald Trump in
Virginia and so will Terry,” Biden said with a grin. McAuliffe likes to say that he’ll
pay for Trump’s gas if the former president decides to come to Virginia. Trump hasn’t
accepted McAuliffe’s invitation yet.

The suburbs have always been competitive political territory, but they have taken on a
different significance with urban and rural voters spinning further and further away
from one another.
Last December, a top Democratic operative laid out for me one way of thinking about
the party’s future: Had Democrats just rented the suburbs under Trump, or do they
own them?
The suburbs’ highly educated, middle-class, family-oriented, moderate,
predominantly white, and (in terms of actual swing votes) mostly women voters may
be ready to stick with the Democratic Party for the long haul. But just in case,
McAuliffe and his fellow Democrats are doing their best to make sure that the former
president is still a part of this year’s elections.
For first-term presidents, two governor’s races have become bellwethers for the
national political mood: Virginia, where McAuliffe is campaigning, and New Jersey,
where Governor Phil Murphy is up for reelection this year. In 2009, both states
swung Republican and presaged the 2010 Tea Party wave against Barack Obama.
Then in 2017, both swung heavily Democratic and presaged the 2018 anti-Trump
wins.
This year’s results will reverberate in next year’s midterms, in these states and all
around the country: Enough seats went from Republican to Democratic in 2018 in
Virginia and New Jersey alone to swing the majority in the tightly divided House.
For the moment, the party’s future is riding on two white businessmen—Bill Clinton’s
best buddy (McAuliffe) and a former Goldman Sachs executive (Murphy)—who both
happen to be 64 years old. They’ll have to appeal to voters who aren’t caught up in
each revelation about how close America came to a coup, who never use the
words filibuster reform or reconciliation.
These voters instead think about inflation and rising gas prices; students’ absence
from school and teachers’ unions pushing back on in-person classes; mask mandates
and vaccine holdouts; police brutality and rising crime.
But McAuliffe and Murphy, as much as they discuss those issues, want to keep
steering the conversation back to Trump. They know that the former president and his
most hard-core followers won’t abide any wavering allegiance. And they know that
any mention of the former president in connection with Republican candidates repels
many moderates from voting red.
Jennifer Wexton beat a GOP incumbent for a House seat from Northern Virginia in
2018 and hopes McAuliffe will do well in her district, which would suggest that she’s
still in good shape for next year’s midterms. She thinks Trump will be central for
making the argument against the GOP. “As the Republican Party goes further and
further to the right and ends up in this cult of personality, that alienates a lot of voters
here in my district,” she told me.
Last month, McAuliffe visited a brewery at the western edge of Wexton’s district to
hold a small-business roundtable and talk up the Biden administration’s American

Rescue Plan, which Youngkin opposed. He was both performing and acknowledging
that he was performing, taking a sip of a pint; pointing out to the crowd that he’d
taken a sip of the pint; recording a video about the visit, in which he asked an aide to
include that he’d taken a sip of the pint: “I want the camera to show I was drinking at
10 a.m.,” he joked.
McAuliffe sketched himself as part of a new model for Democrats in the Trump era,
repeating “We are not going back.” (He and supporters somehow manage to use the
line unironically while campaigning to return to an office he held four years ago.)
Voters, he told me after touring a new science-skills center built for a local high
school, “are so worried about COVID and the long-term effects that they do want
someone who has experience, who knows how to run a state government under
difficult times.”
McAuliffe has real policy proposals: a progressive approach to expanding broadband
access and raising teacher pay in response to the inequities highlighted by the
pandemic, a $15 minimum wage, new protections for LGBTQ rights. (Do you think he
would have been able to lure the new Amazon headquarters to Virginia if the state
was seen as anti-gay? he asked the crowd at the brewery.) But between sips of his pint,
recounting his record as governor, and boasting about his plans, McAuliffe kept
coming back to Trump.
Two hundred miles north, Murphy already has a working model for Democrats. He
has implemented one of the most progressive state agendas in the country, passing
gun restrictions, expanding access to pre-K, enacting new environmental regulations,
expanding free community college, legalizing marijuana, and building new
infrastructure.
He’s been out ahead of President Joe Biden’s domestic proposals on almost
everything. He was one of the only governors to manage an early COVID-19 spike
without having his approval ratings tank, being recalled, or having to resign.
The state’s budget has survived the COVID-19 hit, its bond ratings were upgraded
this month, and Murphy is on track to be easily reelected in November. That would
make him the first Democratic governor of New Jersey to win a second term in 44
years.
But even in a state where things seem to be going great for Democrats, the former
president looms. Murphy’s wife likes to remind him that although Biden won New
Jersey with 57 percent of the vote last November, nearly 1.9 million New Jerseyans
turned out to vote for Trump. “Are there some bad apples in there? Sure there are,”
Murphy told me.
“But in our state, it’s overwhelmingly people screaming out for help and leadership.”
He’s hoping that among them are voters who have since been turned off by the
January 6 insurrection and Trump’s behavior, and to whom he can appeal by talking
up his own approach—and the fact that his opponent, Jack Ciattarelli, has wavered
on the former president.

McAuliffe and Murphy are betting that the GOP will have trouble distracting voters
in their states from Trumpism—and they insist that critical race theory, the issue
many Republicans seem eager to talk about instead, doesn’t resonate outside the
cable-news bubble. Murphy told me he’s been asked about critical race theory all of
once, in a TV interview.
When I asked McAuliffe how many times the topic had come up for him, he made a
zero with his fingers, even though critical race theory has become a flash point in
Virginia school districts.
Polling from his campaign supports that; when his pollsters asked Virginians which
educational issues were extremely important, critical race theory ranked last, behind
proposals like expanded workforce training and more pre-K. Asked whether
Youngkin’s stance against teaching critical race theory made people more likely to
vote for him, 34 percent said yes and 32 percent said no.
Another 28 percent said it didn’t make much difference at all. Many Democrats
remain concerned about the issue’s potential to seep further into the public
consciousness, but McAuliffe and Murphy might like to dismiss it as the latest
diversion, another version of the flare-ups over a few less-read Dr. Seuss books and
the de-gendering of Mr. Potato Head.
Instead of critical race theory, McAuliffe and Murphy say, the culture war they see
playing out is over COVID-19 vaccination. Murphy told me he has no patience for the
holdouts and dismissed anti-mask protesters as mostly out-of-state, out-of-touch
“knuckleheads.”
He noted that Ciattarelli has signaled an openness to pandemic skepticism, whereas
he put in place a statewide K–12 mask mandate. McAuliffe, too, is disgusted by the
vaccine holdouts. “If people have legitimate health issues or religious issues, I
respect all that. But people are thinking they’re putting microchips in their body, and
all of this insanity that Trump created,” he said.
These days, he’s one of the many vaccinated people annoyed that the Delta spike has
forced him to once again wear a mask: “Now our civil liberties are being taken away.”
The key word in all that, in case you missed it, was Trump.
Youngkin’s campaign declined to make him available for an interview, and
Ciattarelli’s campaign didn’t respond to a request for one. Ciattarelli’s television ads
have not included any mention of Trump, focusing on his family’s history in small
business and how the lockdowns Murphy ordered have hurt the sector.
Youngkin’s ads highlight him as a basketball-playing family man who worked his way
up in business, even as his campaign works to tie McAuliffe to Trump.
One Friday evening in July, a truck plastered with digital screens rolled down the
residential streets of Arlington playing a looped video of McAuliffe talking up how
long he’s known Trump, McAuliffe in a tuxedo toasting Trump at a fancy White House
dinner. Youngkin isn’t actually trying to convince suburban voters that McAuliffe is a
Trump supporter, but his campaign seems to think that if both candidates are infected
with Trump, maybe the Republican candidate won’t seem noticeably worse.

Still, both Youngkin and Citarelli have been uneasy about Trump. Ciattarelli went to
a “Stop the Steal” rally last year, and just a few weeks ago, Youngkin went to an
“election-integrity rally” at Liberty University—though when pressed, both have
since said yes, Biden is the president now.
They’ve been caught using strikingly similar language about how they want to govern
in a more Trumpian way than their public statements suggest: “When I’m governor
and I have a majority in the House, we can start going on offense” against Planned
Parenthood, Youngkin said to a group of Trump supporters in remarks secretly
recorded in July.
“But as a campaign topic, sadly, that in fact won’t win my independent votes that I
have to get.” A few days later, Ciattarelli made a comparable pitch: “Give me a little
wiggle room on how to talk about issues. Because the goal is to win.”
Youngkin has said he’s “honored” to have Trump’s support, and that Trump
“represents so much of why I’m running.” But when The New York Times asked if
Trump was the leader of the Republican Party (as the former president clearly wants
to be), Youngkin said, “I don’t think there’s such a thing as a leader of our party.”
Ciattarelli, who once said Trump was “not fit to be president,” now says he voted for
him last year.
(Youngkin’s own dance isn’t going over well with the Trump crowd: Last week, the
former Trump aide Sebastian Gorka devoted so much of his radio show to calling
Youngkin a “RINO” that one of the candidate’s advisers called in under a pseudonym
in his defense, only to be caught and outed.)
As much as the Republican nominees try to modulate their Trumpist appeal,
McAuliffe and Murphy are going to keep hammering on their opponents’ connections
to the former president. The more the conversation is about Trump, the less it’s about
school openings or gas prices or culture wars.
And in the suburbs, despite all the other issues wrapped up in these elections,
Democrats are betting that “Trump” will be the only thing any swing voter hears.
I'm an American mom who lived in the Netherlands for 3 years. These were the
biggest differences in parenting.
Jacqueline Miller (insider@insider.com) - Insider
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Only the American parents stayed to watch their kids during swimming lessons.
At age 4, my son was expected to ride his bike everywhere, as Dutch kids usually do.
Returning to the US has been a culture shock for my kids, who are used to a more
direct way of life.
I'm an American who lived in Holland for three years with my husband and two
young sons. Parenting abroad, we experienced jarring differences in everyday life,
from transportation to education to healthcare.
When we moved to the Netherlands, we often got questions about why our younger
son wasn't riding his own bicycle yet. He was 4. But the Dutch are practically born on
bikes. They learn almost as soon as they can walk, and their incredible infrastructure
of bike paths makes it safe and easy to get around.
With the bike culture and excellent public transportation, there aren't school buses in
the Netherlands. It's a big change from our iconic yellow buses, a fixture of American
life. In the Netherlands, students often bike, alone or with friends, to school and
activities.
I used to cycle with my kids to swimming and gymnastics, and then I'd stay to watch. I
was often the only parent there. If there were others, they were likely American, too.
American parents are much more involved in their kids' lives
In the US, we often have parent-teacher conferences, open houses, emails and
reminders from teachers, newsletters from the principal, and every single grade
posted online in real time.
In the Netherlands, we had none of that. Once, my son told me about a teasing
incident on the playground. When I asked his teachers about it, they seemed annoyed.

The message was clear: They handled it at school, and if they needed my involvement,
they would have told me.
But the Dutch schools had twice as much recess time - almost always outdoors,
regardless of the weather. They also had restaurant-quality food, including fresh
bread and pastries.
Healthcare was another big culture shock
Our Dutch family doctor was determined by our ZIP code. There was no
consideration of insurance compatibility or asking around for recommendations. Our
primary-care physician was just up the street in a converted row house, and it always
surprised me when the other patients in the waiting room greeted us with a hearty
"good morning." The kids also had routine health exams at school every few years.
A postcard informed us that our children needed meningitis vaccines and assigned us
a date and time at our nearest location, an athletic center. It was nothing like the
childhood vaccines they'd had in the US.
When we arrived, dozens of children were lined up with their arms ready - no privacy
curtains or little cubicles. They didn't even sit down. Talk about an efficient, no-frills
approach to healthcare. They even had a savvy ice-cream seller positioned just
outside the gym doors.
The differences in healthcare were also clear at our first pediatric appointment after
we moved back to the United States. My boys were 7 and 10, and the American nurse
asked them to strip down to their underwear and handed them each a robe to change
into before the doctor arrived. They looked at her in disbelief and turned to me to see
if she might be joking.
My boys grew up in Holland changing for gym class and swimming lessons with other
kids, boys and girls. Naturally, they didn't think anything of standing in their
underwear in a private exam room.
The idea of needing a robe for their own doctor's appointment was as foreign to them
as a 4-year-old riding a bicycle had been to us.
Sometimes we miss the direct, efficient way of life in the Netherlands. We're American
and this is our home, but we sure learned a lot from the Dutch.

British military officer: Biden is more of a danger to the west than the Taliban
Tori Richards - Examiner
A highly decorated British Army officer said he is “absolutely shocked” at President
Joe Biden’s Afghanistan withdrawal, rendering the 20 year war “a total waste.”

Provided by Washington Examiner
“6,500 people died – including 3,000 deaths at Twin Towers – and we didn’t achieve
a single thing,” said retired Special Operations Staff Sgt. Trevor Coult, who has been
feted by both the queen and President George W. Bush.
“He destroyed 20 years’ work in less than 24 hours.”
Coult served for 21 years in Bosnia, Iraq and Afghanistan where he was involved in
178 enemy engagements and survived three bomb blasts.
The queen awarded him one of the United Kingdom’s highest honors, the military
cross, for saving allied lives during an ambush. He was also awarded a presidential
citation by Bush during a White House dinner.

Provided by Washington Examiner Trevor Coult

“Biden is the most incompetent president in the history of the United States,” Coult
told the Washington Examiner. “He has befriended terrorists. The White House is not
a friend to the west, it’s a danger while he is president.”
Coult said he has spoken to numerous British generals and Special Operations
officers about Biden and they all agree that no one can understand his logic.

Provided by Washington Examiner Trevor Coult
“We believe Biden is more of a threat to the west than the Taliban ever was. Without
a shadow of a doubt. He betrayed us,” Coult said.
These comments come after former British prime minister Tony Blair said said
Europe and NATO should prepare to act when the U.S. is unwilling.
“For me, one of the most alarming developments of recent times, has been the sense
that the West lacks the capacity to formulate strategy,” Blair said. “That its short
term political imperatives have simply squeezed the space for long term thinking.”
Blair is just one of several British politicians who have criticized Biden’s handling of
the Afghanistan withdrawal, spurred on by reports that calls to the White House by
Prime Minister Boris were ignored for 36 hours during the initial chaos. The
U.K. Parliament held Biden in contempt.
As for future relations with the United States, any military cooperation with its
western allies is likely finished until a new president is elected, Coult said, reiterating
his conversations with military leaders and public sentiment.
“We don’t know what he is going to do, why would you help someone who would turn
your back on us?” Coult said. “He has nailed that door closed.”

Black People Who Oppose Critical Race Theory Are Being Erased | Opinion
Erec Smith - Newsweek
Our current moment is often described as a "racial reckoning." In reality, what this
often means is that a narrative about Black victimization has gone mainstream.
We hear endlessly about systemic racism, white supremacy, the black/white income
gap, and police brutality. So powerful an ideology has this narrative become that
those of us who pose a credible counter-narrative—black anti-woke writers, for
example—frequently find our words being misconstrued in an effort to staunch their
impact.

iStock Black dissenters are being erased
This doesn't happen to everyone who opposes the Critical Social Justice narrative of
black victimization. White dissenters are simply called "racist" while many black
dissenters are considered tragic victims of internalized racism.
But things get ugly when woke Critical Social Justice proponents encounter a certain
kind of black person who does not align with their preferred victim narrative and
instead emphasizes his or her own individuality or self-regard.
Such people present a threat to the woke narrative, since that narrative insists
that all black people are victims of white supremacy, meaning anyone who insists on
their individuality and their own power proves the falsity of that victim narrative; if
the woke narrative were true, such people should not be able to exist.
Which means that when we claim to exist, antiracist woke warriors need to erase us,
using a logical fallacy I call "erase and replace." Erase and replace is a combination
of the strawman and ad hominem logical fallacies.
The move involves taking the argument someone is making and substituting it for
one that fits more neatly into the woke victim narrative by specifically targeting
the character of the challenger—since it is, in part, their character that is the greatest
challenge.

A recent example was telling. In "Stop Calling Me White for Having the Wrong
Opinions," Angel Eduardo discussed his ostracism from his black and Dominican
peers as a teen and argued that mandating people of color to all have the same values,
tastes and beliefs dismisses their individuality and self-regard.
"My failure to fit in in high school was painful, but it gifted me with a perspective that
I now cherish," writes Eduardo, who ultimately chose to "opt out" of racial and ethnic
labeling: "I'm not 'white,' but I'm not 'black' or 'brown,' either.
I am human, and I will proudly say so when prompted. I will not toe that ideological
line. I refuse it, and I refuse its imposition upon me."
Unfortunately, Eduardo's triumph of the spirit represented a defeat of antiracist
Critical Social Justice; after all, a black man who is happy, successful, and
fulfilled without embracing victimhood is a formidable threat to the narrative in
which systemic racism oppresses all people of color.
So Eduardo was "erased and replaced": Instead of engaging with his actual words,
antiracists proceeded to misconstrue them—and to misconstrue him.
New York Times writer and Howard University professor Nikole Hannah-Jones'
response was a classic in the erase and replace genre: "This was terrible, but seems
the appetite is endless for the 'I don't consider myself Black but am mad Black people
question my Blackness' 'think' pieces," she wrote on Twitter.
"I mean, when you yourself say you are not Black, why are you upset that Black
people respect your choice and don't consider you Black either?"
This was terrible, but seems the appetite is endless for the “I don’t consider myself
Black but am mad Black people question my Blackness” “think” pieces.
pic.twitter.com/8ue0ai3wTB
— Ida Bae Wells (@nhannahjones) August 31, 2021
Hannah-Jones' tweet erased the fact that Eduardo's rejection for being too
"white" caused his rejection of racial labels, reversing the sequence of events and
making Eduardo sound nonsensical and, perhaps more importantly, anti-black.
Hannah-Jones erased Eduardo and replaced him with a contrived character too
absurd to take seriously.
Sadly, this is just one example of many. Erase and replace was a primary tactic
during the infamous debacle at Evergreen State College, where Bret Weinstein,
someone who identifies himself as "deeply progressive," was painted as a racist
fascist—while students of color who came to his defense and insisted they are not
oppressed were ignored and painted as "lost" by student protestors.
You can see erase and replace at work in what happened when Black Lives Matter
protestors shouted down Kmele Foster when he tried to defend free speech as a
benefit to black people in 2017.

"For so many years in this country, and I'm pointing to the 1960s in particular,
speech protections were used by minority groups who were fighting for civil rights,
and it was essential for them to be able to secure those rights, in order to advocate,"
Foster said on a panel, before being shouted down by protestors. In other words, for
defending black rights, Foster was cast as someone defending white supremacy.
These are just a few of the more high-profile examples of erase and replace;
unfortunately, this phenomenon is something that black thinkers who deviate from the
antiracist narrative know all too well. And it has happened to me, too.
Years ago, I wrote an essay like Eduardo's that chronicled my social rejection for the
crime of inauthentic blackness. In that essay, I made an argument comparable to
Eduardo's: Thanks to this rejection, I had resolved to forego racial labels; instead, I
argued for a radical individualism based on self-regard.
In responding to my work, a prominent rhetoric scholar literally changed my words to
make me seem easily refutable and quite pathetic—to prove that blacks attempting to
transcend labels suffer from internalized racism.
I believe Eduardo and I were erased and replaced because our individuality as black
men threatens the victim narrative; in arguing for a black identity rooted in
self-esteem rather than victimhood, in seeing ourselves as having already achieved
such an identity, we challenge the very foundation of Critical Social Justice.
And because our challenge to wokeness is rooted in character, the erase and replace
tactic builds into its strawman of our arguments an ad hominem fallacy against our
character. Because it is a question of character that inadvertently deals too heavy a
blow to the victim narrative, the woke simply cannot afford to acknowledge us for
who we are, so they instead attack who we aren't.
Instead of engaging with our arguments on the merits, the purpose of erasing and
replacing is to forego engagement and damage group standing. Psychologist Wayne
Schwartz writes that the purpose of such a tactic is to show "that the perpetrator is
not and perhaps never was a member in good standing in the community."
Psychologists William Torres' and Raymond Bergner suggest that people willing to
degrade those with opposing views feel degraded themselves; "erase and replace" is
an attempt to stave off further degradation. Perhaps white supremacy is the target of
this character assassination, but intra-group wellness and solidarity take the hit.
Moreover, when a prominent figure in a social justice movement chooses to erase and
replace a perceived foe, sympathetic audiences may be motivated to comply. When
telling a professor how a scholar of anti-racism erased and replaced me, I was told
that this academic was just telling "his truth."
Another more prominent professor told me that "everybody does that. It's no big
deal." (I can only assume this person did not quite understand that the rendering of
my quote was not a misinterpretation, but a disinterpretation—a deliberate tampering
with my words.) Both men were white and considered themselves allies of social
justice.

When it comes to erasing and replacing, perhaps this should be our primary concern:
The fact that people use the "erase and replace" strategy is truly disconcerting, but
the fact that it actually works is downright scary.
Of course, no race has a monopoly on character assassination. But it's more
unsettling when done among people who seemingly have the same goal: the wellbeing
of people of color. So much for racial solidarity.
So what can we do? We can all do a better job of looking into things for ourselves
instead of taking another's interpretation as fact, regardless of the person's ethos. We
can refrain from erasing and replacing, which, like all intentional logical fallacies, is
a sign that someone has no confidence in making a point with sound arguments or
facts.
Lastly, we can realize that black people are not monolithic; we have so many
viewpoints that one person's take, even if considered a leader among black Americans,
is just that: one person's take. Ultimately, if we cannot acknowledge people for who
they are, then who are we?
(Erec Smith is an associate professor of rhetoric at York College of Pennsylvania. His
latest book, A Critique of Anti-Racism in Rhetoric and Composition: The Semblance
of Empowerment, was published by Lexington Press.)

US-built databases a potential tool of Taliban repression
FRANK BAJAK - AP Technology Writer

Provided by Associated Press FILE - In this June 30, 2021, file photo an employee
scans the eyes of a woman for biometric data needed to apply for a passport, at the
passport office in Kabul, Afghanistan. Over two decades, the United States and its
allies spent hundreds of millions of dollars building databases for the Afghan people.
The nobly stated goal was to promote law and order and government accountability,
and to modernize a war-ravaged land. But in the Taliban’s lightning seizure of

power, most of that digital apparatus fell into the hands of an unreliable rulers. Built
with few data-protection safeguards, it risks becoming the high-tech jackboots of a
surveillance state. (AP Photo/Rahmat Gul, File)
BOSTON (AP) — Over two decades, the United States and its allies spent hundreds of
millions of dollars building databases for the Afghan people. The nobly stated goal:
Promote law and order and government accountability and modernize a war-ravaged
land.
But in the Taliban’s lightning seizure of power, most of that digital apparatus —
including biometrics for verifying identities — apparently fell into Taliban hands.
Built with few data-protection safeguards, it risks becoming the high-tech jackboots of
a surveillance state. As the Taliban get their governing feet, there are worries it will
be used for social control and to punish perceived foes.
Putting such data to work constructively — boosting education, empowering women,
battling corruption — requires democratic stability, and these systems were not
architected for the prospect of defeat.
“It is a terrible irony,” said Frank Pasquale, Brooklyn Law School scholar of
surveillance technologies. “It’s a real object lesson in ‘The road to hell is paved with
good intentions.’”
Since Kabul fell Aug. 15, indications have emerged that government data may have
been used in Taliban efforts to identify and intimidate Afghans who worked with the
U.S. forces.
People are getting ominous and threatening phone calls, texts and WhatsApp
messages, said Neesha Suarez, constituent services director for Rep. Seth Moulton of
Massachusetts, an Iraq War veteran whose office is trying to help stranded Afghans
who worked with the U.S. find a way out.
A 27-year-old U.S. contractor in Kabul told The Associated Press he and co-workers
who developed a U.S.-funded database used to manage army and police payrolls got
phone calls summoning them to the Defense Ministry. He is in hiding, changing his
location daily, he said, asking not to be identified for his safety.
In victory, the Taliban’s leaders say they are not interested in retribution. Restoring
international aid and getting foreign-held assets unfrozen are a priority. There are
few signs of the draconian restrictions – especially on women – they imposed when
they ruled from 1996 to 2001. There are also no indications that Afghans who worked
with Americans have been systematically persecuted.
Ali Karimi, a University of Pennsylvania scholar, is among Afghans unready to trust
the Taliban. He worries the databases will give rigid fundamentalist theocrats, known
during their insurgency for ruthlessly killing enemy collaborators, "the same
capability as an average U.S. government agency when it comes to surveillance and
interception.”
The Taliban are on notice that the world will be watching how they wield the data.

All Afghans — and their international partners — have an obligation together to
ensure sensitive government data only be used for “development purposes” and not
for policing or social control by the Taliban or to serve other governments in the
region, said Nader Nadery, a peace negotiator and head of the civil service
commission in the former government.
Uncertain for the moment is the fate of one of the most sensitive databases, the one
used to pay soldiers and police.
The Afghan Personnel and Pay System has data on more than 700,000 security forces
members dating back 40 years, said a senior security official from the fallen
government. Its more than 40 data fields include birth dates, phone numbers, fathers'
and grandfathers' names, fingerprints and iris and face scans, said two Afghan
contractors who worked on it, speaking on condition of anonymity for fear of
retribution.
Only authorized users can access that system, so if the Taliban can't find one, they
can be expected to try to hack it, said the former official, who asked not to be
identified for fear of the safety of relatives in Kabul.
He expected Pakistan’s ISI intelligence service, long the Taliban’s patron, to render
technical assistance. U.S. analysts expect Chinese, Russian and Iranian intelligence
also to offer such services.
Originally conceived to fight payroll fraud, that system was supposed to interface
eventually with a powerful database at the Defense and Interior ministries modeled
on one the Pentagon created in 2004 to achieve “identity dominance”°by collecting
fingerprints and iris and face scans in combat areas.
But the homegrown Afghanistan Automated Biometric Identification Database grew
from a tool to vet army and police recruits for loyalty to contain 8.5 million records,
including on government foes and the civilian population. When Kabul fell it was
being upgraded, along with a similar database in Iraq, under a $75 million contract
signed in 2018.
U.S. officials say it was secured before the Taliban could access it.
Before the U.S. pullout, the entire database was erased with military-grade
data-wiping software, said William Graves, chief engineer at the Pentagon’s
biometrics project management office.
Similarly, 20 years of data collected from telecommunications and internet intercepts
since 2001 by Afghanistan’s intelligence agency were wiped clean, said the former
Afghan security official.
Among crucial databases that remained are the Afghanistan Financial Management
Information System, which held extensive details on foreign contractors, and an
Economy Ministry database that compiled all international development and aid
agency funding sources, the former security official said.

Then there is the data — with iris scans and fingerprints for about 9 million Afghans
— controlled by the National Statistics and Information Agency. A biometric scan has
been required in recent years to obtain a passport or a driver’s license and to take a
civil service or university entrance exam.
Western aid organizations led by the World Bank, one of the funders, praised the
data's utility for empowering women, especially in registering land ownership and
obtaining bank loans.
The agency was working to create electronic national IDs, known as e-Tazkira, in an
unfinished project somewhat modeled on India’s biometrically enabled Aadhaar
national ID.
“That’s the treasure chest,” said a Western election assistance official, speaking on
condition of anonymity so as not to jeopardize future missions.
It is unclear whether voter registration databases — records on more than 8 million
Afghans — are in Taliban hands, the official said. Full printouts were made during
the 2019 presidential elections, though the biometric records used then for anti-fraud
voter verification were retained by the German technology provider. After 2018
parliamentary elections, 5,000 portable biometric handhelds used for verification
went inexplicably missing.
Yet another database the Taliban inherit contains iris and face scans and fingerprints
on 420,000 government employees — another anti-fraud measure — which Nadery
oversaw as civil service commissioner. It was eventually to have been merged with the
e-Tazkira database, he said.
On Aug. 3, a government website touted the digital accomplishments of President
Ashraf Ghani, who would soon flee into exile, saying biometric information on “all
civil servants, from every corner of the country" would allow them to them to be
linked “under one umbrella” with banks and cellphone carriers for electronic
payment. U.N. agencies have also collected biometrics on Afghans for food
distribution and refugee tracking.
The central agglomeration of such personal data is exactly what worries the 37
digital civil liberties groups who signed an Aug. 25 letter calling for the urgent
shutdown and erasure, where possible, of Afghanistan’s “digital identity tool,”
among other measures.
The letter said authoritarian regimes have exploited such data “to target vulnerable
people” and digitized, searchable databases amplify the risks. Disputes over
including ethnicity and religion in the e-Tazkira database — for fear it could put
digital bullseyes on minorities, as China has done in repressing its ethnic Uyghurs —
delayed its creation for most of a decade.
John Woodward, a Boston University professor and former CIA officer who
pioneered the Pentagon's biometric collection, is worried about intelligence agencies
hostile to the United States getting access to the data troves.

“ISI (Pakistani intelligence) would be interested to know who worked for the
Americans,” said Woodward, and China, Russia and Iran have their own agendas.
Their agents certainly have the technical chops to break into password-protected
databases.

Biden State Dept Says It Has No Resources To Rescue Trapped Flights In
Afghanistan, No ‘Reliable Means’ To Confirm Details: Report
Emily Zanotti - Daily Wire

ALEX BRANDON/POOL/AFP via Getty Images
Responding to claims that it is blocking flights carrying Americans and lawful
permanent residents (LPRs) from leaving Mazar-i-Sharif (MAZ) airport in
Afghanistan, the Biden administration’s State Department reportedly admitted that it
has few resources available to facilitate the evacuation and that they have no
“reliable” information about the trapped flights.
As The Daily Wire noted Sunday, there are conflicting reports as to who is preventing
planes carrying individuals rescued by a non-governmental organization (NGO) from
taking off from MAZ.
Individuals associated with an organization handling the flights said that the State
Department is the only obstacle to the chartered planes leaving the airport, but
sources close to the situation told The Daily Wire Sunday that while the State
Department is not negotiating landing zones, the Taliban is also making significant
demands, effectively creating a “hostage situation” on the ground in Afghanistan.
A State Department official, however, told the Washington Free Beacon that the State
Department’s hands are tied and that they have no resources on the ground to assist
or even to provide reliable information on the passengers.
“We do not have personnel on the ground, we do not have air assets in the country,
we do not control the airspace—whether over Afghanistan or elsewhere in the region,”

the official told the Free Beacon. “We understand the concern that many people are
feeling as they try to facilitate further charter and other passage out of Afghanistan.”
A spokesman added that, “[g]iven these constraints, we also do not have a reliable
means to confirm the basic details of charter flights, including who may be organizing
them, the number of U.S. citizens and other priority groups on-board, the accuracy of
the rest of the manifest, and where they plan to land, among many other issues.”
The Taliban, of course, said that it has no idea what is going on.
“This is not true. Our Mujahideen have nothing to do with ordinary Afghans. This is
propaganda and we reject it,” Taliban spokesman Zabihullah Mujahid told the BBC.
Rep. Michael McCaul (R-TX), who has been keeping a close eye on the effort to
evacuate Americans trapped in Afghanistan and says he’s received classified
briefings on the situation at MAZ, confirmed to Fox News Sunday that the “Taliban
want something in exchange,” per the Free Beacon.
“McCaul has been tracking the situation and says the State Department cleared these
flights to leave, but that the Taliban is responsible for stopping them. The State
Department reportedly confirmed to Congress that flights from Mazar-i-Sharif are
being held until the Taliban gives its approval,” the Free Beacon noted.
Individuals associated with the NGO organizing the flights told media Sunday that
there are both Americans and LPRs waiting to leave Afghanistan and put the number
of Americans at around a dozen. The State Department said it could not confirm that
number.
A source told The Daily Wire that the Taliban appears to be requesting “tens of
millions.”
The Biden administration has, over the past several days, been operating as though
the crisis in Afghanistan is over, but it appears some aspects of the crisis in
Afghanistan could be just beginning.

Taliban Refusing To Allow Planes Of Americans To Leave, Effectively A ‘Hostage’
Situation, Report Says
Daily Wire News

Haroon Sabawoon/Anadolu Agency via Getty Images
The Taliban is reportedly not allowing flights carrying American citizens and green
card holders to leave Afghanistan.
CBS News reported that, according to congressional and NGO sources, “multiple
planes that are ready to take American citizens and green card holders out of the
country are being denied permission to leave by the Taliban.”
A State Department email viewed by CBS News said that the flights out of Afghanistan
have permission to land in Qatar “if and when the Taliban agrees to takeoff.”
A senior congressional source told CBS News, “The Taliban is basically holding them
hostage to get more out of the Americans.”

“The group Ascend, an NGO that teaches young women leadership through athletics,
told CBS News they have two planes that have been waiting for six days ready to take
between 600 and 1200 people — including 19 American citizens and two permanent
residents,” the report added.

“The planes are not currently loaded. The passengers are being held nearby, because
the Taliban won’t let them into the airport, according to a senior congressional
source.”
The news comes after Rep. Michael McCaul (R-TX), the ranking member of the House
Foreign Affairs Committee, told Fox News during an interview on Sunday that the
Taliban was basically holding people hostage.
“Since we pulled out, how many Afghan allies have gotten out since the Taliban was
in complete control of the country?” Fox News anchor Chris Wallace asked.
“Zero,” McCaul responded. “And, in fact, we have six airplanes at Mazar Sharif
Airport, six airplanes with American citizens on them as I speak, also with these
interpreters, and the Taliban is holding them hostage for demands right now.
They — we — [the] state has cleared these flights and the Taliban will not let them
leave the airport. So, I’m sorry, the answer to your question is zero. And that’s my
concern is they’re going to demand more and more, whether it be cash or legitimacy
as the government of Afghanistan.”
“You’re saying that there are Americans on airplanes ready to fly out of Afghanistan
right now, and they’re not being allowed out because Taliban is making demands?”
Wallace pressed. “What demands are the Taliban making?”
“Well, they are not — they are not clearing the airplanes to depart. They’ve sat at the
airport for the last couple of days, these planes, and they’re not allowed to leave,”
McCaul responded.
“We know the reason why is because the Taliban want something in exchange. This is
really, Chris, turning into a hostage situation where they’re not going to allow
American citizens to leave until they get full recognition from the United States of
America.

My concern is that Zalmay Khalilzad, [our] special envoy who’s met with the Taliban,
they’re in talks right now, and I think — I worry his recommendation to the
administration will be to recognize the Taliban as the official government of the
United States, a Taliban organization that is a terrorist organization.”

Larry v. Goliath. See all of our daily political cartoons here:
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Shocking FOIA Revelation: Biden Admin Has Lost Track of Thousands of Migrant
Children Released Into US
C. Douglas Golden - The Western Journal

The Biden administration has effectively lost track of thousands of children who
illegally immigrated to the U.S. and were released to sponsors in 2021, according to
data obtained through a Freedom of Information Act request.
Axios reported Wednesday that data from its FOIA request revealed that calls made
to the children or their sponsors to check in on them went unanswered over 33
percent of the time between January and May — roughly corresponding to the time
President Joe Biden has been in office.
The calls are required after unaccompanied minors who immigrate to the U.S.
illegally are released from Department of Health and Human Services shelters.
“The purpose of the follow up call is to determine whether the child is still residing
with the sponsor, is enrolled in or attending school, is aware of upcoming court dates,
and is safe,” according to the Office of Refugee Resettlement, which handles policy
regarding children who enter the U.S. unaccompanied by an adult.
“The care provider must document the outcome of the follow up call in the child’s
case file, including if the care provider is unable to contact the sponsor or child after
reasonable efforts have been exhausted.”
Reasonable efforts exhausted themselves quite frequently in 2021 — and it only got
worse as the border crisis ramped up.
Out of 14,600 calls made to check in with minors or their sponsors, 4,890 went
unanswered.

Furthermore, while the percentage of unsuccessful calls was only 26 percent in
January, it grew to 37 percent by May — the last month Axios had data for. That’s
when the outlet made the FOIA request after HHS refused to share information about
whether it was conducting the calls.
“While we make every effort to voluntarily check on children after we unite them with
parents or sponsors and offer certain post-unification services, we no longer have
legal oversight once they leave our custody,” an HHS spokesperson said.

The spokesperson noted that many sponsors don’t want to return phone calls or hear
from HHS.
“This is very dismaying,” Mark Greenberg, who helmed the unaccompanied minors
program during the Obama administration, told Axios.
“If large numbers of children and sponsors aren’t being reached, that’s a very big
gap in efforts to help them.”
And it could get worse in the months to come.
“More than 65,000 unaccompanied kids crossed the border illegally during those
months, and July set yet another all-time record for young border crossers. That
suggests the problem of losing track of released children could be compounded in the
months to come,” Axios reported.
Never mind that these calls aren’t happening as often as they should.
While 14,600 calls were made, 32,000 children and teens were released from HHS
shelters from January to May.
Imagine the outcry if this had happened under former President Donald Trump’s
administration. Actually, one doesn’t need to imagine: It did happen, and there was
an outcry.
From The New York Times in September 2018: “In findings that lawmakers described
as troubling, Senate investigators said the department could not determine with
certainty the whereabouts of 1,488 out of 11,254 children the agency had placed with
sponsors in 2018, based on follow-up calls from April 1 to June 30.”
The CNN headline from the same month: “Trump administration admits it lost track
of nearly 1,500 immigrant children.”
The Biden administration’s shortcomings haven’t been covered with the same alacrity,
readers may have noticed. And the Biden administration has lost track of three times
as many children as the Trump administration did.
The Biden administration needs to answer for this — but with an establishment
media suddenly unwilling to demand accountability, the problem will simply
compound itself.
Calls by Republicans to vet sponsors for unaccompanied minors more stringently will
go unanswered. Reports of unaccompanied minors being released to traffickers will
become more frequent.
Children are missing and the Biden administration has no idea where they are. In
many cases, it’s not even checking up.
If the media won’t hold Biden’s feet to the fire, we need lawmakers who will.

